
Tung Yu O.A. Co., Ltd.
Office chair components

Tung Yu O.A. Co., Ltd., founded in 1986, is a leading 
manufacturer of office chair components in Taiwan, being 

known for products boasting multi-functionality.

The company’s products, including synchronizing mechanism, 
self-weighing mechanism, tilt mechanism, seat slider, and 
back bar, feature ergonomic and safety-oriented designs.

Its SN89 synchronizing mechanism, for instance, allows the 
backrest to move at about a 2:1 ratio relative to the seat with 
its four locking positions, coupled with a return-prevention 
system for the backrest. Also, it is integrated with tilting 
function and seat slider, which enables adjustment of the 
depth of seat.

Its SA-9001 self-weighing mechanism, strengthened by an 
aluminum housing, enables a user’s weight to automatically 
adjust to a comfortable sitting position and with recline 
tension without the need for manual tension adjustment. 
The mechanism comes with two levers, with one for height 
adjustment and the other for tilt adjustment. Also, it is outfitted 
with a four-position locking design and return-prevention 
system for the backrest.

SN-8960 Product Introduction
Front chassis, ergonomic design, double rod pressure 
and tilt angle lock switch, hand-adjusting spring, may vary 
depending on the individual's body weight and comfort make 
the appropriate adjustments, breaking the previous adjust the 
springs forward tightness.

Besides supplying such parts that are well suited 
for medium and large chairs, the company always 
welcomes partnerships with contract manufacturers, 
dealers, t raders and retai lers for R&D and 
production projects.

Tung Yu has built solid technical strength, upheld 
by precision manufacturing equipment, stringent 
quality inspection, scientific management, and well 
trained R&D specialists.

In addition to making thorough inspection of every 
single product before delivery, the maker places 
strong emphasis on research and development, 
quality, service and innovation, all of which help to 
develop products that are in tune with customers’ 
tailored requirements.

With providing customers optimal products and 
services the corporate goal, the company has never 
stopped upgrading its manufacturing capability 
by introducing new designs and manufacturing 
facilities. (KL)
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